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ABSTRACT 14 

Life-history theory assumes that reproduction entails a cost, and research on cooperatively 15 

breeding societies suggests that the cooperative sharing of workloads can reduce this cost. 16 

However, the physiological mechanisms that underpin both the costs of reproduction and 17 

the benefits of cooperation remain poorly understood. It has been hypothesised that 18 

reproductive costs may arise in part from oxidative stress, as reproductive investment may 19 

elevate exposure to reactive oxygen species, compromising survival and future 20 

reproduction and accelerating senescence. However, experimental evidence of oxidative 21 

costs of reproduction in the wild remains scarce. Here, we use a clutch-removal 22 

experiment to investigate the oxidative costs of reproduction in a wild cooperatively 23 

breeding bird, the white-browed sparrow weaver, Plocepasser mahali. Our results reveal 24 

costs of reproduction that are dependent on group size: relative to individuals in groups 25 

whose eggs were experimentally removed, individuals in groups that raised offspring 26 

experienced an associated cost (elevated oxidative damage and reduced body mass), but 27 

only if they were in small groups containing fewer or no helpers. Furthermore, during 28 

nestling provisioning, individuals that provisioned at higher rates showed greater within-29 

individual declines in body mass and antioxidant protection. Our results provide rare 30 

experimental evidence that reproduction can negatively impact both oxidative status and 31 

body mass in the wild, and suggest that these costs can be mitigated in cooperative 32 

societies by the presence of additional helpers. These findings have implications for our 33 

understanding of the energetic and oxidative costs of reproduction, and the benefits of 34 

cooperation in animal societies. 35 

36 



					

Introduction 37 

 38 

Life-history theory assumes that reproduction entails a cost, and that investment in 39 

reproduction is therefore subject to trade-offs with other traits [1, 2]. Indeed, there is 40 

extensive evidence that investment in reproduction can have a detrimental effect on future 41 

reproduction and survival [3-6]. Central to our understanding of these trade-offs, however, 42 

is the identification of the physiological mechanisms that underpin them [7]. 43 

 44 

Recently, oxidative stress has been highlighted as a potential physiological mediator of 45 

life-history trade-offs [8, 9]. Oxidative stress occurs when reactive oxygen species (ROS) 46 

cause damage to proteins, lipids and DNA [10]. Exposure to oxidative stress is associated 47 

with increased rates of senescence, impaired future reproductive success and curtailed 48 

survival [11-13]. Under normal circumstances, the damaging effects of ROS are 49 

minimized by the body’s complex antioxidant system [10]. However, during reproduction, 50 

oxidative stress may be promoted if the balance between ROS and antioxidants is 51 

disrupted, either by enhanced ROS generation, investment of antioxidants in reproduction 52 

rather than self-maintenance, or the combined effects of both [9]. As such, exposure to 53 

oxidative stress has been highlighted as a potential mechanism underpinning the costs of 54 

reproduction [8]. 55 

 56 

To-date, empirical studies investigating whether reproduction entails an oxidative cost 57 

have yielded equivocal results [14, 15]. A recent meta-analysis highlighted some of the 58 

complexity that may contribute to this variation. While increased reproductive effort is 59 

positively associated with oxidative damage when the effect sizes of multiple studies are 60 

combined, such evidence may frequently be shrouded by pre-emptive ‘oxidative 61 



					

shielding’ tactics employed by breeders to mitigate such oxidative costs [14]. The elusive 62 

nature of empirical evidence for oxidative costs of reproduction may also be due in part to 63 

relevant studies being either correlative or conducted in captivity under artificial 64 

conditions. While correlative studies have revealed associations between reproductive 65 

effort and oxidative status, the causality of these links remains unclear, and they may 66 

instead reflect confounding differences in individual quality or terminal investment 67 

strategies [14]. Experimental manipulations of reproductive effort may therefore be 68 

necessary to reveal the oxidative costs of reproduction [16]. A number of valuable 69 

experimental studies have investigated links between reproduction and oxidative damage 70 

[14], yet these studies have been conducted almost exclusively in captive conditions (but 71 

see [17, 18]). Studies in captivity typically feature ad libitum access to antioxidant-rich 72 

food, an absence of predation risk, and unnaturally low levels of competition, 73 

environmental stress and exercise. These relatively favourable conditions may relax the 74 

physiological demands on study animals, and thus diminish or even eliminate the trade-75 

offs being investigated [8]. Favourable conditions in captivity may therefore explain why 76 

most laboratory studies have not found evidence an oxidative cost of reproduction [14]. 77 

Advancing our understanding of the impacts of reproduction on oxidative status may 78 

therefore demand experimental studies, in natural populations living under ecologically 79 

realistic conditions [16, 18]. 80 

 81 

If investment in reproduction does entail physiological costs, evolution is expected to 82 

favour strategies that mitigate such costs. One such strategy may be helping behaviour in 83 

cooperatively breeding species [19, 20]. In many cooperatively breeding societies, non-84 

breeding helpers assist with the rearing of breeder’s young, and in doing so may reduce 85 

the reproductive effort required of breeders (so-called ‘load-lightening’ [21, 22]). Load-86 

lightened breeders can enjoy improved reproductive success [23-25] and survival [26, 27]. 87 



					

However, the physiological mechanisms that underpin these downstream benefits are 88 

unclear. If offspring care does entail an oxidative cost, then the lightening of individual 89 

workloads in cooperative groups may lead to concomitant reductions in the exposure of 90 

group members to oxidative stress, with those in larger groups conceivably enjoying 91 

‘oxidative load-lightening’. Remarkably, the impact of helpers on the oxidative costs of 92 

reproduction in cooperatively breeding societies and the oxidative benefits of cooperation 93 

in group-living species remain largely unexplored [28, 29]. 94 

 95 

Here, we use a clutch removal experiment to investigate the impact of reproduction on 96 

oxidative status and body mass in a wild population of cooperatively breeding white-97 

browed sparrow weavers, Plocepasser mahali. White-browed sparrow-weavers live in 98 

year-round territorial groups of 2-12 birds throughout the semi-arid regions of sub-99 

Saharan Africa [30, 31]. Groups comprise a single dominant pair that completely 100 

monopolise within-group reproduction ([32]; though 12-18% of young are sired by extra-101 

group males) and 0-10 subordinate males and females in approximately equal sex ratio 102 

[31]. This species shows well-developed cooperation, with most group members 103 

contributing to the care of young, sentinelling, territory defence and weaving [30, 33]. 104 

Clutches of 1-4 eggs (mode: 2) are laid and incubated solely by the dominant female [32], 105 

while most group members contribute to the cooperative provisioning of nestlings and 106 

fledglings [31, 33]. Breeders in larger groups (with more helpers) enjoy lower 107 

provisioning rates and higher annual rates of fledgling production [17, 18]. Whether 108 

provisioning young entails costs in terms of impacts on either body mass or oxidative 109 

status, and whether such costs are mitigated by living in larger groups, has yet to be 110 

investigated.  111 

 112 



					

Oxidative status is a complex, multi-faceted physiological state that can only be 113 

characterised by measuring multiple markers, including those indicative of antioxidant 114 

protection as well as oxidative damage [34]. We therefore investigate a suite of metrics of 115 

oxidative status, comprising a marker of oxidative damage and two markers of antioxidant 116 

protection. Lipids are a major target for ROS, and oxidative damage to lipids in cell 117 

membranes can be associated with cell death [35]. We measure plasma concentrations of 118 

malondialdehyde (MDA), a lipid peroxidation product. We also measure superoxide 119 

dismutase (SOD) activity in erythrocytes. SOD is a key intracellular antioxidant enzyme, 120 

forming part of the first line of defence against oxidative damage [36]. Finally, we 121 

measure the ability of a plasma sample to quench a free radical challenge in vitro, thus 122 

providing a functional measure of “total antioxidant capacity” (TAC; and we statistically 123 

exclude the confounding effects of uric acid from this measure [37]).  Due to limited 124 

blood sample volumes, we did not measure other oxidative status markers. Furthermore, it 125 

has been highlighted that circulating oxidative status markers may not necessarily reflect 126 

oxidative status in other tissues [38]. As such, the suite of circulating markers used can 127 

only provide an estimate of the overall oxidative status of the organism. 128 

 129 

Specifically, we use a clutch removal experiment to investigate the costs associated with 130 

reproduction, by contrasting the plights of individuals in breeding groups whose clutches 131 

were experimentally removed at clutch completion (‘clutch-removal’ treatment) with 132 

those of individuals in breeding groups that were allowed to hatch and rear their clutches 133 

(‘control’ treatment). Individuals in both treatments were caught for the determination of 134 

their body mass and oxidative status, both at clutch completion and again one month later 135 

(when the control groups were provisioning their broods at their highest rates, and the 136 

clutch-removal groups were not breeding). First, we test whether reproduction entails a 137 

cost in terms of differential body mass reductions and deficits in oxidative status in the 138 



					

control treatment relative to the clutch-removal treatment, and whether such costs may be 139 

mitigated in larger social groups. We use a powerful repeated within-individual sampling 140 

approach, assessing all focal individuals for body mass and oxidative state metrics both 141 

before and after the treatment period. Second, we focus on the control breeding groups, to 142 

investigate whether higher rates of offspring provisioning per se are associated with larger 143 

body mass reductions and deficits in oxidative status during the peak provisioning period. 144 

145 



					

1. Materials and methods 146 

 147 

(a) Study population 148 

Data collection was conducted in the context of a long-term study, monitoring a 149 

population of white-browed sparrow weavers in an area of approximately 1.5 km2 in 150 

Tswalu Kalahari Reserve, South Africa (27°16'S, 22°25’E). All birds were fitted with a 151 

metal ring and three colour rings for identification; sex, dominance status and group size 152 

were identified using criteria detailed elsewhere [32, 39, 40]. Group size in our dataset 153 

ranged from two (the dominant pair with no helpers) to eight (the dominant pair with six 154 

helpers). 155 

 156 

All capture, blood sampling and measurements were conducted by one person (SAFRING 157 

license 1444). Birds were captured individually at night, by flushing them from their roost 158 

into a custom capture bag. A blood sample (approximately 160 µl) was immediately 159 

collected from the brachial vein with a 26g needle and heparinised capillary tubes. Blood 160 

was immediately separated by centrifugation (12,000g for 3 minutes, Haematospin 1400; 161 

Hawksley Medical and Laboratory Equipment, UK) and erythrocytes drawn from the 162 

cellular phase were lysed in the field (see electronic supplementary material S1). Body 163 

mass was recorded to the nearest 0.01 g (Durascale 100, MyWeigh, UK). Birds were then 164 

returned to their roosts to pass the remainder of the night. 165 

 166 

(b) Clutch-removal experiment 167 

Nest searches were conducted every one to two days from November 2011 to April 2012. 168 

In this species, the dominant female lays one egg each morning on consecutive days until 169 

clutch completion. When eggs were discovered, the date of clutch completion could be 170 



					

determined by re-visiting the nest every afternoon until the same number of eggs was 171 

encountered on two consecutive days (“clutch completion”). On the evening of the clutch 172 

completion day, the resident group members were captured, weighed and blood sampled. 173 

We aimed to capture all adult group members with the exception of the dominant female; 174 

dominant females were excluded from this study as catching them during incubation risks 175 

causing clutch abandonment. Groups were then randomly assigned to one of two 176 

treatments: the entire clutch of eggs was either collected from the nest (clutch-removal 177 

treatment; n = 9 groups), or handled and returned to the nest, allowing them to be 178 

incubated and reared as normal (control treatment; n = 11 groups). The subsequent 179 

breeding activity of all groups was then monitored, to confirm hatching dates for control 180 

groups, and to confirm continued non-breeding status in the clutch-removal groups (no 181 

clutch-removal groups restarted breeding during the study period). All originally captured 182 

birds in both treatments were then captured again 25-35 days after clutch completion, 183 

when the nestlings in control groups were 10-12 days of age and therefore being 184 

provisioned at peak rates [33], and when clutch-removal groups were not breeding. At this 185 

point, all birds were weighed and blood sampled again, to investigate ‘final’ oxidative 186 

status and body mass. The two treatment groups did not differ in group size, clutch size, 187 

date of clutch completion, number of days between clutch completion and final captures, 188 

and number of birds captured at both time-points in each group (see electronic 189 

supplementary table S2). 190 

 191 

(c) Provisioning observations  192 

In the late incubation phase, all individuals except the dominant female were caught for 193 

the application of unique dye marks to their vent feathers. This allowed the identification 194 

of provisioning birds using video cameras placed beneath the nest. A tripod was placed at 195 

the nest two days before filming commenced, to allow the birds to habituate to its 196 



					

presence. On at least two mornings when nestlings were aged 9-12 days, video was 197 

recorded at the nest (186 ± 16 minutes starting at 06:52 am ± 16 minutes, mean ± S.D.). 198 

Individual feeding rates were calculated as nest visits per hour. Videos were recorded on 199 

mornings immediately preceding the collection of the final blood samples. 200 

 201 

(d) Oxidative status metric determinations 202 

Oxidative damage to lipids  203 

Concentrations of malondialdehyde (MDA) were determined in 10µl plasma samples, 204 

using high performance liquid chromatography (following [41]). A subset of plasma 205 

samples run in duplicate showed high repeatability (F66,67 = 15.92, r = 0.88, p < 0.001). 206 

 207 

Enzymatic antioxidant protection  208 

The SOD activity in erythrocyte lysate was determined using a colorimetric assay 209 

(Cayman Chemicals, USA) and a spectrophotometer (Spectramax M2; Molecular 210 

Devices, USA). Samples were diluted 1:200; 10µl of diluted erythrocyte lysate was used 211 

for the assay. One unit is defined as the amount of enzyme needed to exhibit 50% 212 

dismutation of the superoxide radical; enzyme activities are reported as units/ml. SOD 213 

activities were highly repeatable between plates (F37,38 = 6.07, r = 0.72, p < 0.001). 214 

 215 

Non-enzymatic antioxidant protection 216 

We estimated non-enzymatic ‘Total Antioxidant Capacity’ (TAC) by measuring the 217 

capacity of a plasma sample to quench a standardised free radical challenge. Plasma TAC 218 

was determined using a colorimetric assay kit (Cayman Chemicals, USA) and 219 

spectrophotometer (Spectramax M2; Molecular Devices, USA). Samples were diluted 220 



					

1:10; 10µl of diluted plasma was used for the assay. Plasma TAC values are expressed as 221 

Trolox-equivalent antioxidant concentrations (mM). TAC values were highly repeatable 222 

between plates (F41,42 = 8.20, r = 0.78, p < 0.001). To control for the potentially 223 

confounding effects of uric acid, we calculated residuals from a linear model with TAC as 224 

the response term and uric acid concentration as the sole predictor (following [37]). This 225 

yielded a measure of plasma antioxidant capacity excluding that arising from uric acid 226 

(hereafter termed ‘residual TAC’; see electronic supplementary material S3). 227 

 228 

 229 

Uric acid 230 

Plasma concentrations of uric acid were determined using a fluorescence assay kit 231 

(Cayman Chemical, USA) and spectrophotometer (Spectramax M2; Molecular Devices, 232 

USA). Samples were diluted 1:10; 10µl of diluted plasma was used for the assay (see 233 

electronic supplementary materials S4).  Uric acid concentrations were highly repeatable 234 

between plates (F39,40 = 8.35, r = 0.79, p < 0.001).  235 

 236 

(e) Statistical analyses 237 

Statistical analyses were carried out in R [42], using a step-wise model simplification 238 

approach [43]. Initially all fixed terms of interest were fitted, followed by the stepwise 239 

removal of terms whose removal resulted in a non-significant change in deviance (using a 240 

likelihood-ratio test for model comparison), until the minimal adequate model (MAM) 241 

was obtained. Dropped terms were then added back in to the MAM to confirm their non-242 

significance and were retained in the MAM if found to be significant in this context. The 243 

homoscedasticity and normality of residuals were inspected visually and where necessary 244 

response terms were transformed to satisfy these criteria. The significance of all terms was 245 



					

tested either by removing the terms from the MAM (if the term was in the MAM) or 246 

adding the terms to the MAM (if the term was not in the MAM). Results are presented as 247 

means ± standard errors, unless otherwise stated. 248 

 249 

First, the effect of treatment on final measures of oxidative status and body mass was 250 

assessed. The final measure of a given metric was the response, and the level of that same 251 

metric at clutch completion was fitted as a predictor. This approach is statistically more 252 

powerful than modelling the effect of treatment on the change in a given metric, and can 253 

account for the effects of chance biases in the treatment groups in the initial levels of a 254 

given metric [43]. Where it did not significantly improve the fit of the model, the clutch 255 

completion predictor was removed during model simplification (though in each case we 256 

confirmed that its retention in the models did not qualitatively change the results). 257 

Treatment, group size and their two-way interaction were also fitted as predictors. 258 

Dominance/sex status was included as a three-level factorial predictor (dominant male, 259 

subordinate male, subordinate female), as the oxidative status of dominant individuals can 260 

be distinct to that of their subordinates, and this may impact behaviour and health [28, 29, 261 

44]. Social group ID was fitted as the single random effect (while each individual had both 262 

clutch completion and final measures in the analysis, the former was a predictor and the 263 

latter a response in each case, and so the response contained no repeated measures of 264 

individuals).  265 

 266 

Second, the effect of natural variation in individual provisioning rates on final measures of 267 

oxidative status and body mass was assessed (necessarily using data solely from the 268 

control groups). LMMs were fitted with an individual’s provisioning rate (nest visits per 269 

hour), its dominance/sex status, social group size and brood size included as predictors, 270 

with social group ID fitted as the single random effect. Initially, we investigated whether 271 



					

the levels of a given oxidative status metric or body mass at clutch completion predicted 272 

the final (peak provisioning) levels of that same metric, using the subset of birds captured 273 

at both stages. However, the levels of each oxidative status metric at clutch completion did 274 

not significantly predict the final levels of that metric for the same bird (MDA (n = 22 275 

birds), SOD (n = 21 birds) and residual TAC (n = 14 birds): all χ2
1 < 1.94, all p > 0.16), 276 

nor did they do so in the full data set for both experimental treatments (see results). For 277 

the analyses investigating the effect of provisioning rate on the final measures of each of 278 

the oxidative status metrics, the datasets were therefore expanded to include individuals 279 

sampled only at peak provisioning (to enhance the power of our analyses: MDA: n = 58 280 

birds from 18 groups, SOD: n = 34 birds from 13 groups, residual TAC: n = 39 birds from 281 

15 groups), and the levels of that metric at clutch completion were no longer fitted as a 282 

predictor. By contrast, as body mass at clutch completion was a strong positive predictor 283 

of final body mass at peak provisioning (see results), the dataset for this analysis remained 284 

restricted to those birds captured at both clutch completion and peak provisioning. 285 

286 



					

2. Results 287 

(a) Does reproduction affect body mass and oxidative status? 288 

Body mass 289 

An individual’s final body mass (i.e. peak provisioning in control groups and when peak 290 

provisioning would have been in clutch-removal groups) was strongly positively predicted 291 

by its body mass 30 days earlier, at clutch completion (χ2
1 = 59.47, p < 0.001, n = 34 birds 292 

from 20 groups), and its dominance/sex status (χ2
2 = 10.42, p = 0.005; dominant males: 293 

46.44g ± 0.76, subordinate males: 45.23g ± 1.33, subordinate females: 41.61g ± 0.63). 294 

Controlling for these effects, there was also a significant interaction between experimental 295 

treatment and group size (Figure 1a, χ2
1 = 12.50, p < 0.001).  The effect of treatment was 296 

strongest in smaller groups (groups of 2-4 birds), for which the final body masses of birds 297 

provisioning young (in control groups) were significantly lower than those not 298 

provisioning young (in clutch-removal groups; Welch Two Sample t-test: t6.37 = 3.67, p = 299 

0.009). As our analysis controls for individual variation in body mass at clutch 300 

competition, this result reflects a differential within-individual decline in body mass in the 301 

control treatment, among members of small groups. By contrast, in larger groups (groups 302 

of 5-8 birds) there was no significant effect of treatment (t21.96 = 0.34, p = 0.73); birds 303 

provisioning young had final body masses similar to those of birds whose clutch had been 304 

experimentally removed (Figure 1a). The positive effect of group size on final body mass 305 

in the control treatment cannot be attributed to associated variation in brood size, as no 306 

correlation was found between brood size (one or two nestlings) and group size (t20.12 = 307 

1.09, p = 0.29). There were also no associations between clutch completion body mass and 308 

group size or treatment (LMM with group ID as the random factor, both χ2 < 0.32, p > 309 

0.57). 310 

 311 



					

Plasma MDA concentration 312 

As for the body mass findings above, final MDA concentrations were significantly 313 

predicted by the interaction between experimental treatment and group size (Figure 1b, χ2
1 314 

= 5.79, p = 0.016, n = 32 birds from 17 groups). In smaller groups (groups of 2-4 birds), 315 

control birds (who were provisioning nestlings) had significantly higher final MDA 316 

concentrations than clutch-removal birds (Welch Two Sample t-test: t3.84 = 2.85, p = 317 

0.049). In larger groups (5-8 birds) there was no significant effect of treatment (t17.42 = 318 

1.71, p = 0.10). As for body mass, the effect of group size on final MDA levels in the 319 

control treatment cannot be attributed to associated variation in brood size (see above). 320 

Final plasma MDA levels were also not influenced by treatment or group size as single 321 

terms (both χ2
1 < 0.11, p > 0.74). The data set contained a single outlying high final MDA 322 

value (indicated with an arrow in Figure 1b), but this point was not driving the effect; its 323 

exclusion enhanced the interaction’s significance (χ2
1 = 9.69, p = 0.002). An individual’s 324 

final plasma MDA concentration was not significantly predicted either by its plasma 325 

MDA concentration at clutch completion or its dominance/sex status (both χ2 < 1.63, p > 326 

0.44). There were no associations between clutch completion plasma MDA concentration 327 

and group size or treatment (LMM with group ID as the random factor, both χ2 < 0.10, p > 328 

0.75). 329 

 330 

Erythrocyte superoxide dismutase 331 

Treatment did not significantly predict final SOD enzyme activity, either as a single term 332 

(Figure 1c, χ2
1 = 1.86, p = 0.17, n = 31 birds from 18 groups) or via an interaction with 333 

group size (χ2
1 = 0.19, p = 0.66). SOD activity at clutch completion was a marginally non-334 

significant positive predictor of final SOD activity (χ2
1 = 3.07, p = 0.08), but its retention 335 

or exclusion from the final model had no qualitative impact on the significance of 336 



					

treatment. Neither group size nor dominance/sex status significantly predicted final SOD 337 

activities (both χ2 < 2.12 p > 0.35). 338 

 339 

Plasma residual total antioxidant capacity 340 

Treatment did not significantly predict final plasma residual TAC, either as a single term 341 

(Figure 1d, χ2
1 = 0.08, p = 0.78, n = 22 birds from 14 groups) or via an interaction with 342 

group size (χ2
1 = 0.05, p = 0.82). Dominance/sex status significantly predicted final 343 

residual TAC (χ2
2 = 8.43, p = 0.015); subordinate females had lower residual TAC than 344 

both classes of male (dominant males: mM -60.00 ± 35.45, subordinate males: 29.40 mM 345 

± 66.43, subordinate females: -216.93 mM ± 46.85). Residual TAC at clutch completion 346 

did not significantly predict final residual TAC (χ2
1 = 3.12, p = 0.078), although there was 347 

a weak trend towards consistency between the two time-points. Neither blood sampling 348 

lag or group size affected final residual TAC (both χ2
1 < 0.31, p > 0.58).  Final plasma uric 349 

acid concentration was not significantly predicted by any of the model predictors (see 350 

electronic supplementary materials S4). 351 

 352 

(b) Among provisioning birds, do those provisioning at a higher rate suffer greater 353 

deficits in body mass and oxidative status? 354 

Body Mass 355 

An individual’s body mass at peak provisioning was strongly positively predicted by its 356 

body mass 30 days earlier, at clutch completion (χ2
1 = 56.75, p < 0.001, n = 34 birds from 357 

18 groups). Body mass at peak provisioning was also predicted by dominance/sex status 358 

(χ2
2 = 12.91, p < 0.001; dominant males: 46.44g ± 0.76, subordinate males: 45.23g ± 1.33, 359 

subordinate females: 41.61g ± 0.63), and was greater in larger social groups (χ2
1 = 7.85, p 360 

= 0.005). Controlling for these effects, an individual’s body mass at peak provisioning was 361 

significantly negatively predicted by its provisioning rate in the preceding days (Figure 2a, 362 



					

χ2
1 = 4.90, p = 0.027). Birds provisioning at higher rates subsequently had lower body 363 

masses. There was no additional effect on body mass at peak provisioning of variation in 364 

brood size (χ2
1 = 2.16, p = 0.14). 365 

 366 

Oxidative status 367 

Mirroring the relationship for body mass, an individual’s plasma residual TAC at peak 368 

provisioning was significantly negatively predicted by its provisioning rate in the 369 

preceding days (Figure 2b, χ2
1 = 7.69, p = 0.006), after controlling for a significant effect 370 

of dominance/sex status (χ2
2 = 7.78, p = 0.02; dominant males: 14.79 mM ± 49.15, 371 

subordinate males: 159.65 mM ± 47.76, subordinate females: 36.50 mM ± 62.05). Birds 372 

provisioning at higher rates subsequently had lower residual TAC measures. There was no 373 

additional effect on plasma residual TAC at peak provisioning of an individual’s group 374 

size or the brood size that it was tending (both χ2
1 < 0.06, p > 0.81).  375 

 376 

An individual’s plasma MDA concentration at peak provisioning was not significantly 377 

predicted by its provisioning rate, brood size, dominance/sex status or group size (all χ2 < 378 

0.70, all p > 0.40). Erythrocyte SOD activity at peak provisioning was not significantly 379 

predicted by provisioning rate, group size or dominance/sex status (all χ2 < 2.58, all p > 380 

0.28, SOD activity was square-root transformed for normality of residuals). Brood size 381 

marginally significantly predicted final SOD activity (χ2
1 = 3.99, p = 0.046): SOD 382 

activities were higher in groups with two nestlings, compared with those with only one 383 

nestling.  384 

 385 

386 



					

3. Discussion 387 

Our results provide rare experimental evidence of both a body mass and oxidative cost of 388 

raising young in a wild vertebrate, and suggest that the magnitude of these costs may be 389 

group-size dependent in this cooperatively breeding species. Compared to birds not caring 390 

for young following experimental egg removal, birds that reared young suffered a decline 391 

in body mass and elevated levels of a circulating marker of oxidative damage (MDA), but 392 

only in smaller social groups. Furthermore, our findings suggest that investment in 393 

nestling provisioning per se may contribute to the above costs: those birds that 394 

provisioned broods at higher rates lost the most body mass between clutch completion and 395 

peak provisioning and suffered greater reductions in antioxidant protection (residual 396 

TAC). Together, these results provide new evidence that reproduction can entail a two-397 

fold cost in the wild (impacting both body mass and oxidative status), and suggest that 398 

group-living may mitigate such costs in cooperatively breeding societies.   399 

 400 

In small social groups (containing few or no helpers), birds provisioning offspring 401 

suffered greater body mass loss and higher levels of oxidative damage to lipids than birds 402 

whose eggs had been experimentally removed. While an energetic cost of reproduction is 403 

frequently documented (e.g. [45]), the evidence to-date for an oxidative stress cost of 404 

reproduction is equivocal (for reviews, see [14, 15, 46]). To our knowledge this is the first 405 

study to provide experimental evidence that reproduction increases exposure to oxidative 406 

damage in the wild [18]. Our findings therefore lend empirical support to the view that 407 

reproduction can entail an oxidative cost, and provide experimental support for the 408 

conclusion of a recent meta-analysis suggesting that there is a positive association 409 

between reproductive effort and oxidative damage [14]. As our focal individuals comprise 410 

dominant (reproductive) males as well as helpers of both sexes, all of whom provision the 411 



					

brood, these patterns likely reflect both an oxidative cost of reproductive effort per se in 412 

breeding males, and a novel oxidative cost of alloparental effort in helpers [29]. 413 

 414 

In the current study we assessed a circulating marker of oxidative damage to lipids, and 415 

thus cannot provide information about damage to other biomolecules (e.g. proteins or 416 

DNA). Our circulating markers may also not reflect variation in oxidative status in other 417 

tissues [38]. Nonetheless, circulating markers of oxidative status frequently correlate 418 

closely with components of health and survival (e.g. [11, 39, 47, 48]), and our finding of 419 

elevated lipid damage in small breeding groups may therefore have important implications 420 

for future fitness. 421 

 422 

While a recent meta-analysis found evidence that greater reproductive effort among 423 

breeders is associated with higher levels of oxidative damage, it also revealed an 424 

unexpected pattern: breeding individuals generally show lower levels of oxidative damage 425 

compared with those that are not breeding [14]. The authors suggest that lower levels of 426 

oxidative damage among breeders than non-breeders could reflect an adaptive strategy to 427 

provide ‘oxidative shielding’ – decreasing exposure to oxidative stress during 428 

reproduction, in order to protect both adults and any developing offspring physiologically 429 

dependent on them (e.g. in utero or suckling offspring). Our apparently contrasting 430 

finding, that (in small groups) birds caring for young appear to show higher levels of 431 

oxidative damage than those whose clutches were removed, is not inconsistent with this 432 

‘oxidative shielding hypothesis,’ given the timing of our experimental manipulation. As 433 

both of our treatments utilised breeding groups that had produced complete clutches (in 434 

one treatment this clutch was then removed), individuals in both treatments may already 435 

have physiologically prepared to ‘shield’ against the oxidative challenge of reproduction 436 

[14], leaving the treatments conceivably contrasting more in their subsequent reproductive 437 



					

effort than in the extent of their pre-emptive shielding. Our findings lend support to the 438 

view that selection should favour protective ‘oxidative shielding’ mechanisms in order to 439 

reduce exposure to the oxidative stress that reproductive episodes could entail [14]. 440 

 441 

We find evidence for a body mass and oxidative damage cost of reproduction only in 442 

small social groups. This group-size-dependent treatment effect suggests that the costs of 443 

reproduction can be at least partially mitigated in larger groups, providing unique 444 

evidence, to our knowledge, of a potential oxidative benefit of group-living. Previous 445 

work on this species revealed no clear oxidative status or body mass benefit of living in a 446 

larger group during non-breeding periods [28], which is consistent with our experimental 447 

finding here: the benefit of larger groups in both currencies only becomes apparent during 448 

periods of reproductive effort. Such a benefit of group size during reproductive periods 449 

could arise because in this species, as for many other cooperatively breeding vertebrates, 450 

care for young is shared in larger social groups, reducing individual workloads and their 451 

associated costs [21, 31, 49, 50]. Living in a larger group could also confer oxidative 452 

benefits through other mechanisms, such as improved foraging success resulting from 453 

reduced individual investment in vigilance [51]. Individuals in larger groups may also be 454 

of higher intrinsic quality or have access to superior foraging territories [52], leaving them 455 

better able to cope with the physiological challenges entailed in reproductive episodes. 456 

 457 

The hypothesis that individuals in small social groups pay correspondingly larger costs 458 

specifically because they provision at higher rates is, however, lent support by our finding 459 

that birds that provisioned offspring at higher rates showed greater within-individual 460 

declines in body mass over the provisioning period and exhibited reduced levels of 461 

antioxidant protection at peak provisioning.  While this result is correlative, it is consistent 462 

with the hypothesis that provisioning at higher rates demands greater energy expenditure 463 



					

and elevates generation of ROS [46], leading to the documented reduction in body mass 464 

and antioxidant defences [53]. These apparent costs of provisioning could also arise 465 

because frequent-provisioners experience a reduced intake of macro- and micro-nutrients, 466 

given the higher rates at which they donate food items to offspring [54]. It is perhaps 467 

surprising that the effect of reproduction on oxidative damage to lipids (MDA) revealed 468 

by our experiment was not reflected in our provisioning analyses as a positive association 469 

between provisioning rate and plasma levels of MDA. One possible explanation is that the 470 

variance in overall levels of metabolic work is greater in the contrast of breeding groups 471 

who raised their offspring and those whose eggs were experimentally removed, than 472 

among the provisioning birds in the correlative analysis (the vast majority of whom were 473 

provisioning young to some degree), thereby facilitating the detection of an effect on 474 

oxidative damage in the former approach. Alternatively, the oxidative damage costs that 475 

arise during the provisioning period may arise in part from changes in oxidative status that 476 

do not scale specifically with provisioning rate; they could, for example, arise in part from 477 

the time or effort expended when searching for the food items to be provisioned (which 478 

may vary with local conditions or the foraging skill of the provisioning bird). Finally, our 479 

measure of antioxidant protection may be correlated with another, unmeasured variable, 480 

which itself is associated with provisioning rate. Future work should manipulate 481 

provisioning rates or foraging efficiency to further clarify the associations between work 482 

rates, social group size and oxidative status in wild vertebrate societies. 483 

 484 

Our study provides rare evidence that investment in reproduction entails a cost in terms of 485 

reduced body mass and elevated exposure to oxidative damage in a wild vertebrate. 486 

Uniquely, our results also suggest that helping behaviour in cooperatively breeding 487 

societies might entirely offset these costs in large social groups. Together, these findings 488 

have implications for our understanding of both the physiological costs of reproduction 489 



					

(which our results suggest may arise through both energetic and oxidative status mediated 490 

mechanisms) and the origins of helping behaviour in cooperatively breeding societies 491 

(which may have evolved to shield adults and developing offspring from these costs). 492 

 493 
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 677 

Figure 1. – The effect of experimental clutch removal on (a) body mass (a significant 678 

interaction between treatment and group size), (b) plasma MDA concentrations (a 679 

significant interaction between treatment and group size), (c) erythrocyte SOD activity (no 680 

significant effect of treatment), (d) plasma residual TAC (no significant effect of 681 

treatment). In (a) and (b) the lines represent linear mixed effect model predictions, and the 682 

points represent model residuals. In (a) the model contained clutch completion mass and 683 

the interaction between group size and treatment as predictors, and social group ID as the 684 

random effect. The predictions are for an individual of mean clutch completion body mass 685 

(44.75 g). In (b), the model contained the interaction between group size and treatment as 686 

the predictor, and social group ID as the random effect. The outlying high MDA value 687 

indicated by an arrow is not driving the interaction; its removal enhances the significance 688 



					

of the interaction (see results). In (c) and (d), bars represent the predicted means (± 689 

standard errors) for treatment in the minimal adequate model. In (d), the residuals are not 690 

distributed around zero as they were calculated using a data set that also included the 691 

clutch completion TAC values, and the clutch completion residual TAC measures for all 692 

individuals are higher than their final residual TAC measures. Sample sizes, body mass: 693 

eggs removed (n = 10 birds from 7 social groups), eggs kept (n = 24 birds from 11 social 694 

groups); MDA: eggs removed (n = 9 birds from 7 social groups), eggs kept (n = 22 birds 695 

from 10 social groups); SOD: eggs removed (n = 10 birds from 7 social groups), eggs kept 696 

(n = 21 birds from 9 social groups); residual TAC: eggs removed (n = 8 birds from 6 697 

social groups), eggs kept (n = 14 birds from 8 social groups). 698 

 699 

 700 

Figure 2 – (a) The effect of natural variation in individuals’ provisioning rates on their 701 

body mass at peak provisioning. Birds provisioning at a higher rate subsequently had a 702 

significantly lower body mass at peak provisioning, while controlling for the effects of 703 

individual variation in body mass at clutch completion and dominance/sex status (see 704 

results). The solid line represents the prediction from a mixed effects model containing 705 

clutch completion mass and provisioning rate as predictors, and social group ID as the 706 

random effect. The predictions are for an individual of mean clutch completion body mass 707 



					

(44.66 g – indicated by the dotted line) and the points represent residuals from this model 708 

(n = 24 birds from 11 social groups). (b) The effect of natural variation in individuals’ 709 

provisioning rates on their plasma residual TAC at peak provisioning.  Birds provisioning 710 

at a higher rate subsequently had lower plasma residual TAC. The diagonal solid line 711 

represents the model predictions from a mixed effects model in which provisioning rate 712 

was the only predictor and social group ID the only random effect, and the points 713 

represent residuals from this model (n = 39 birds from 15 social groups). 714 
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